Abstract
Introduction
The interest is increasing very fast in the research of question answering (QA) recently [1] . Many open domain QA systems analyze the input question to determine the desired type of the answer [2] . However, among 65 participating systems in the TREC-10 Question Answering competition, the winning system used just one resource: a fairly extensive list of surface patterns [3] . With the development of natural language processing, more and more QA research works employ semantic technique to obtain more accurate answers.
Many online QA systems claim that they use pattern to tackle user's questions and extract answers. Deepak and Eduard propose a surface text pattern to extract answers [3] . Ion gives three different linguistic patterns to extract relevant information [4] . However, all of these patterns do not include semantic information and are therefore called "poor-knowledge approaches" [5] . Hence, they cannot extract precise answer or relevant information without semantically analyze questions and answers.
There are a few progresses in adding semantic representation into linguistic pattern to improve the accuracy of answers. Maximiliano proposes a type of semantic pattern [5] , which uses EuroWordNet as a lexical database. However, this pattern cannot provide semantic information itself and cannot represent constraints of part of a sentence. Steffen and Michael propose a different kind of semantic pattern, which is used for communication between semantic web developers and for mapping and reusing different target languages [6] . However, it is not easy for question generation and representation, and furthermore, it is mainly designed for professional and therefore is difficult for end-users to use.
In our research, we have proposed a new kind of pattern with semantic description based on surface pattern. This kind of pattern allows QA systems to locate answers in the desire type and filter out irrelevant answers by matching the semantic part of question patterns. These semantic patterns can be used in both automatic and interactive QA systems. In order to fully utilize semantic patterns, associated research work including semantic structure analysis of question, pattern matching, pattern generation, pattern classification and answer extraction should also be done. These semantic patterns can be both obtained manually by engineers and users themselves or extracted automatically from questions in free text. We have also designed a user interface for users to interactively ask and answer questions. User can simply fill in the blank areas in the patterns to complete a question or answer, instead of writing all the question or answer content in the traditional way. All of these features can facilitate users to post and answer questions easily and rapidly, and thus increase the usability.
We have developed a user-interactive QA system-CuteAid as a platform for users to ask and answer questions using semantic patterns. The major interactions of using pattern during the QA procedure are listed below: 1) When a user wants to ask a question, he can select a category related to his question.
2) The user can then selects an appropriate pattern for his question.
3) The user can fill in all the blank areas in the pattern before submitting the question. 4) The user can create a semantic pattern by using the semantic pattern generation guide (SPGGuide) if he cannot find his desire pattern. 5) When a user answers a question, he can just fill in the blank areas of the associated answer pattern. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the formal definition for semantic pattern. Section 3 presents all necessary procedures of using semantic patterns, including structure analysis and pattern matching, generation and classification and answer extraction. Section 4 shows the user interface for using semantic pattern. Section 5 summarizes our present work and preview of our future work.
Definition of semantic pattern
Our Semantic pattern is defined based on surface pattern, in which semantic information is added for knowledge acquisition and machine understanding.
A semantic pattern is mainly composed by five components:
Question_Target: used to represent the target of question and the answer pattern. For example, "Entity\Product" means that the target of a question is a product; and the answer pattern is also Where "<" and ">" are two labels and must occur synchronously. "Class1\Class2" represents two level classes of the question target, which satisfy the relation SubClass (Class1, Class2). (2) <Question_Type> <Question_Type> ::= <Type: Question Type > Where "<" and ">" are two labels and must occur synchronously. "Question Type" represents the type of question, such as "What", "Where", "When" and so on. According to the above definition of semantic pattern, we can define patterns for question representation and analysis. Figure 2 shows a simple example for semantic pattern. In which, answer pattern has the same value as question target. 
Workflow of using semantic patterns
Semantic pattern is used in several parts within CuteAid [17] . When a user posts a question in free text, the system analyzes the structure and keywords of the question, and selects a relevant pattern from the pattern base. If the pattern is found, the system uses its existing pattern; otherwise the system generates a suitable question pattern automatically. Alternatively, the user or administrator can create a pattern himself using the semantic pattern generation guide (SPG-Guide). The newly generated pattern can be classified based on the classification ontology for pattern management and utilization. Particularly, the generated pattern is useful for matching with new questions' patterns. Once the pattern for the question is known, it can be used by the system to match with existing questions' patterns and then extract their answers and send them to the user automatically. The workflow of semantic pattern system is shown in Figure 3 . It mainly includes three parts: (1) question structure analysis and pattern matching, (2) semantic pattern generation and classification and (3) Answer extraction. 
Structure analysis and pattern matching
Given a free text question, the system can analyze and obtain the main structure of the question in three steps:
Step 1: Acquire the question type by a basic keyword search.
Step 2: Acquire the useful nouns and verbs by natural language processing.
Step 3: Generate the main structure of the question. The system then calls the pattern matching procedure to find an appropriate question pattern for the main structure. Firstly, nouns and verbs in the main structure are replaced by 'string' (which is a symbol representing a character string) to form the basic structure, which includes the question type and the structure of the question. Secondly, the system returns some patterns by basic structure matching, which are referred to as the initial pattern set (IPS). For each noun or verb in the main structure, the system retrieves its super concepts from WordNet [18], which are used to match the suitable tagger in the Tagger Ontology (see Figure 4 ) so as to tag these concepts. The Tagger Ontology contains upper concept hierarchy of WordNet. For better understanding and using by users, it only includes two-level concepts. Matching is to build the relation between WordNet and the Tagger Ontology. The concepts matched will be filtered in the IPS to find the matched pattern set (MPS). If MPS is empty, the system should generate a suitable semantic pattern (see pattern generation).
Figure 4. Visualization of Tagger Ontology
For example, when a user posts a question "What is the color of rose?", the system first analyzes the question type from the essential word "What", and then obtains two nouns "color" and "rose" by simple syntax-analysis. Finally, the system generates a main structure "<Type:What> is the [noun=color] of [noun= rose]?", which is a pattern structure without semantic information.
Replacing the nouns in the main structure with strings, the system can obtain the basic structure of "<Type:What> is the [string] of [string]?", which can be used to obtain IPS by querying this structure from the pattern base using keyword matching. If IPS is not empty, the system searches nouns of "color" and "rose" in WordNet to find their super concepts. For example, the super concept of "rose" in WordNet is "bush, woody plant, vascular plant, plant, organism, living thing, object, physical entity, entity". The system then matches these concepts from the Tagger Ontology and found 'plant, physical entity' as the super concept of "rose". Therefore, '[Physical_Entity\Plant]' can be used to label the concept of rose. These labeled concepts in the pattern are used as keywords to filter IPS to MPS. MPS can then be used to extract answers from the QA database.
Pattern generation and classification
In our system, ordinary end users or domain experts can create semantic patterns for specific questions using the semantic pattern generation guide (SPGGuide). The administrators of the system can review these patterns. If they are correct, the administrator can ask the system to classify them according to the question target category (QT-Category) and add them into the pattern database. The collaborative process of generating a pattern is shown in Figure 5 . Given a specific question, SPG-Guide analyzes the question to obtain its main structure (see Structure Analysis). Then, we can get MPS according to pattern matching. If MPS is empty, SPG-Guide needs to generate a new semantic pattern. The key step of SPGGuide is matching between WordNet and Tagger Ontology.
The most important role of the Tagger Ontology is to tag nouns and verbs in the main structure. These tagged keywords contain semantic description and relationship of the hierarchical concepts in the ontology and can therefore be understood by machine easily. It is also useful for question or answering. Users can understand the content of the blanks by tips of the concept hierarchy.
When a new pattern is created, the administrator has to check the pattern and revise it if it is not correct. Since many QA systems associate specific matching information (indicative words, surface word patterns, etc.) with their question targets [1] , it is useful to create question targets for answer extraction. Hence, we design a question target category (QT-Category) to classify and manage different patterns, which mainly includes six categories (Abbreviation, Entity, Description, Human, Location and Numeric).
For the example mentioned above, if the system cannot find BPS, it will generate a question pattern automatically. From pattern matching, we can obtain the nouns of "color", "rose", and their labels "[Abstraction\Property]" and "[Physical_Entity\Plant]". Then, SPG-Guide requires the user to specify the question target (which is "Entity\Color") manually from the QT-Category. Finally, the administrator can modify and add it into the pattern database according its QTCategory.
Answer extraction
We propose a new approach called Pattern Matching and Answer Evaluation (PMAAE) to extract answers from QA database based on semantic pattern matching. This method firstly finds questions and answers using similar patterns by pattern matching. The result containing questions and answers can be evaluated by an answer evaluation algorithm developed by us. Finally, some best answers will be sent back to the user. The main steps of PMAAE are shown in Figure  6 .
Input: A given question X PMAAE processing: Step1: Pattern matching from the pattern database 1) Analyze the question type 2) Analyze keywords (nouns and verbs) 3) Obtain the main structure 4) Retrieve similar patterns Step2: Data (Q/A pair) retrieval from the QA database
Step 3: Answer evaluation (for each pair of question and answer)
1) Calculate the matched parts 2)
Calculate the question weight.
3)
Calculate the answer score Output: Top Y highest score of answers The answer evaluation algorithm is mainly used to evaluate the answer score according to the weight of questions and the quality of answers. The higher the score, the better the answer. The quality of answer is calculated using the method of traditional bisecting Kmeans algorithm with new feature vectors [1] 
Where, Match(T) represents whether the question target is matched or not, which has two values, 0 means NOT matched, and 1 means matched,α represents the importance of matching the question target. 
User interface for user interactive QA using semantic patterns
A user interface has been developed for users to use semantic patterns in CuteAid, in which a user can ask and answer questions based on patterns. Moreover, users can define question or answer semantic patterns by themselves. The interface is easy to use and can improve efficiency of asking and answering.
When asking a question, a user can select a question pattern and fill in all the blanks to finish it. There are three main steps:
Step 1: Select category The system has categories about question targets, which include two level concepts. The user has to select the first-level category and then its sub-category. For example, when the user wants to ask a question about the color of rose, he should select the category of "Entity" and the subcategory of "Color".
Step 2: Select pattern After category selection, the system shows all of patterns in this category. The user has to select a pattern relevant to his question. For example, when the question is "What is color of rose?" he can select the pattern of "What is [Abstraction\Property] of [Physical_Object\Plant]?"
Step 3: Fill in pattern After the user chooses the pattern, the system can automatically form the question pattern filling in area according to the structure of the pattern, and the user only needs to fill in the blank parts of the pattern instead of writing the full question. For the question mentioned above, the user just needs to fill in two blanks, with the tips of "Abstraction\Property" and When the user wants to reply a question, the system creates the blank areas according to the answer pattern. The user can just fill in the blank and submit the answer (see Figure 8) . Therefore, it is very convenient to answer a question by using a semantic pattern. If the pattern required by the user is not included in this system, he can use SPG-Guide to create pattern himself. SPG-Guide analyzes the user's question to obtain main structure and then generate a semantic pattern using the method of pattern generation after the user sets the question target. The user interface of SPG-Guide is shown in Figure 9 . 
Conclusion and future work
In order to obtain high accuracy answers, this paper proposes a new kind of semantic pattern with a formal definition. It includes semantic descriptions of different parts, which can be used to analyze semantic relationship between the question/answer and the pattern. We also illustrate how to use semantic patterns in a QA system, including structure analysis, pattern matching, pattern generation, pattern classification and answer extraction. We also apply it in a real QA systemCuteAid, in which we design the user interface to facilitate the usage of semantic patterns. The design allows end users to post and answer questions effectively. In our study of user satisfaction by a survey, it yields good overall user satisfaction.
However, the relationships between different parts of "concept" and "event"
are not yet specified in this version. Therefore, it is not easy to represent and acquire knowledge from the QA database though it is convenient for end users. We need to work more on analysis of semantic relationships in patterns and knowledge acquisition. Though we have done some experiments such as structure analysis and automatic pattern generation and the result shows that 93.6% questions can be generated and 78.5% is accurate in a set of 5000 questions [16] , more experiments are needed to test its advantage on answer extraction and other tasks.
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